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Abstract Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is the

leading cause of severe visual loss in people aged 50 years or

older in the developed world. Advances in ocular imaging

have driven many of the major breakthroughs in our under-

standing of the disease’s pathogenesis, as well as many

improvements in diagnosis and treatment. In this review, we

describe the latest advances in ocular imaging applicable to

patients with AMD. We begin with an overview of topo-

graphic imaging techniques, with an emphasis on emerging

technologies such as ultrawidefield imaging, fundus auto-

fluorescence, and adaptive optics. We next describe the latest

advances in optical coherence tomography imaging, with an

emphasis on novel image acquisition and analysis techniques

of use for patients with AMD. In both cases, we describe the

current state of the art for clinical imaging of patients with

AMD and highlight new approaches likely to appear in

clinical settings in the near future.
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Abbreviations

AMD Age-related macular degeneration

CNV Choroidal neovascularization

OCT Optical coherence tomography

SLO Scanning laser ophthalmoscope

CCD Charge-coupled device

HRA Heidelberg retinal angiograph

HRT Heidelberg retinal tomograph

FA Fluorescein angiography

TAG Topographic angiography

RLA Retinal leakage analyzer

ICG Indocyanine green

PCV Polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy

RAP Retinal angiomatous proliferation

FAF Fundus autofluorescence

MPOD Macular pigment optical density

ETDRS Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study

EDI Enhanced depth imaging

AREDS Age-Related Eye Disease Study

Introduction

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD), if untreated, is a

leading cause of irreversible visual loss in older popul-

ations [1]. At various points in the disease’s history, crucial

breakthroughs have been made in our understanding of its

pathogenesis, leading to significant improvements in diag-

nosis and treatment. In many cases, these paradigm shifts

have flowed directly from advances in ocular imaging

technology [2]. The first such transformative imaging

advance was the invention of fundus fluorescein angiogra-

phy by Novotny and Alvis [3]. Using this method, Gass

recognized the central role of choroidal neovascularization

(CNV) in the pathophysiology of neovascular AMD (Fig. 1),

laying the foundation for treatment of the disease using laser
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photocoagulation [4, 5]. The subsequent clinical trial of this

therapeutic approach—the Macular Photocoagulation Study

(MPS)—greatly enhanced our knowledge of disease features

and natural history [6]. In the 1980 and 1990s, another

imaging modality—color fundus photography—played a

crucial role in major epidemiological studies of AMD (e.g.,

Beaver Dam Eye Study, Blue Mountains Eye Study, Rotter-

dam Eye Study), establishing and clarifying major risk factors

for the disease [7]. More recently, the advent of a wholly new

imaging modality, optical coherence tomography (OCT), and

the introduction of effective pharmacotherapies, has ushered

in a new era in disease management [8••].

In this review, we describe recent advances in imaging

for patients with AMD. We divide these advances into two

main categories. Firstly, we provide an overview of topo-

graphic imaging techniques (i.e., the use of fundus cameras

and/or scanning laser ophthalmoscopes (SLO) to obtain

two-dimensional images of the ocular fundus), and how

these techniques have been modified to greatly extend their

application. Secondly, we describe the latest advances in

tomographic imaging techniques (i.e., the use of OCT to

provide cross-sectional and three-dimensional views of the

retina and underlying structures). In both cases, we

describe the current state of the art for clinical imaging of

patients with AMD and highlight new approaches likely to

appear in clinical settings in the near future.

Topographic Imaging

Color Fundus Photography

The introduction of the ophthalmoscope by von Helmholtz

in 1851 allowed physicians to visualize the ocular fundus

for the first time in living human subjects [9]. Around this

period, significant advances were also made in the nascent

field of photography and, by the end of the nineteenth

century, the first fundus photographic images had been

obtained [10]. It was not until the 1950s, however, with the

advent of electronic flashes and 35-mm cameras, that the

field of modern fundus photography truly emerged [11••].

Since this time, fundus cameras have undergone substantial

refinements, including optimization for nonmydriatic and

stereoscopic image acquisition, and transition from analog

to digital image capture [12]. Efforts are also underway,

driven in large part by the widespread adoption of smart-

phone photography [13], to make fundus cameras more

portable and easy to use. At present, retinal cameras are

typically described by their optical field of view, with an

angle of 30� or 35� most commonly used (creating images

with a magnification of 2.5 and 2.45 respectively) [12]. In

clinical practice, commonly used fundus cameras include

the Topcon TRC-50DX (Topcon, Japan) and the Zeiss

FF450plus. In patients with AMD, color fundus photogra-

phy remains a crucial component of clinical trials and

epidemiological studies, with the Age-Related Eye Disease

Study 2 (AREDS 2) a leading recent example [14].

Scanning Laser Ophthalmoscopy

Fundus photography is dependent on the use of a bright

ring of white light to illuminate the ocular fundus. The light

reflected from the fundus is then projected onto the pixel

array of a charge-coupled device (CCD), and all the pixels

of the image are created in the same instant [10]. In the

1980s, the introduction of SLO devices provided an alter-

native method for the acquisition of fundus images [15].

SLO devices employ a single point of laser light, at a

specific wavelength, which is scanned across the retina in a

raster pattern (i.e., a series of parallel horizontal lines). As a

result, images are created one pixel at a time. As only a

small area of the fundus is illuminated at any one time, the

effects of light scatter are reduced; thus, SLO devices are

capable of producing fundus images with higher contrast

than standard fundus cameras (fundus cameras typically

have higher temporal and spatial resolution) [11••]. In

clinical practice, commonly used SLO instruments include

the Heidelberg Retina Angiograph-2 (HRA-2) (Heidelberg

Engineering, Germany) and the Nidek F-10 (Nidek, Japan).

SLO systems also employ a confocal aperture, so that

only light returning from a specific plane of interest is used

to reconstruct the fundus image [11••]. This feature allows

acquisition of multiple images at different focal planes

(i.e., the device can create a ‘‘stack’’ of images from dif-

ferent levels of the retina and choroid). Three-dimensional

reconstruction of these images then allows tomographic

(cross-sectional) visualization of the ocular fundus.

Fig. 1 Early phase fluorescein angiographic image demonstrating

choroidal neovascularization (CNV) in a patient with neovascular

age-related macular degeneration (AMD)
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Although the axial resolution of this method is inferior to

that of OCT (see below), this method has proven useful for

assessment of the optic nerve head in patients with glau-

coma. In clinical practice, commonly used devices include

the Heidelberg retina tomograph (HRT) (Heidelberg

Engineering, Germany) [16].

A more recent, novel, modification of SLO systems is

the introduction of ‘‘retro-mode’’ imaging [17]. In this

technique, the confocal aperture of the SLO is decentered

to one side. As a result, light directly reflected from a lesion

of interest is blocked from the image. Instead, only laterally

reflected light from one side of the lesion contributes to

image formation. For example, if a single druse is focused

on, light laterally reflected from one side of the druse will

be seen. The other side of the druse, whose reflected light is

not captured, appears as a dark ‘‘shadow’’, producing a

pseudo-three dimensional image effect. Use of retro-mode

SLO imaging may enhance the visualization of drusen and

retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) abnormalities in patients

with AMD; however, in the age of OCT, its exact clinical

role remains unclear [17, 18].

Monochromatic Imaging

As light penetration through the retina is dependent on its

wavelength, the incorporation of monochromatic light fil-

ters in fundus photography has aided visualization of many

anatomic structures and disease features [10]. Longer

wavelengths of light penetrate more deeply through the

retina; the use of near-infrared filters has thus greatly

improved visualization of subretinal and choroidal struc-

tures (Fig. 2). Conversely, the use of shorter wavelengths

of light—e.g., blue light—allows improved imaging of

superficial retinal structures such as the retinal nerve fiber

layer and epiretinal membranes. Intermediate wavelengths

of light—e.g., green light (‘‘red-free’’)—provide optimal

fundus images for general purposes, being reflected by the

RPE but absorbed by hemorrhage.

SLO-based fundus imaging is particularly well suited to

monochromatic image acquisition, as it typically employs

laser light sources at a number of fixed wavelengths. For

example, confocal blue light reflectance (CBR) has also

been used in the evaluation of patients with idiopathic

macular telangiectasia (MacTel) and in the non-invasive

assessment of eyes with retinal capillary non-perfusion [19,

20]. The HRA-2 system now incorporates a ‘‘multi-color’’

mode, where separate fundal images are obtained with

blue, green, and near-infrared filters, and which can then be

examined individually or in combination. Similarly, the

Optos P200 widefield imaging system (Optos plc., Scot-

land) uses an SLO to acquire fundus images at two distinct

light wavelengths, which are then combined in a single

composite pseudo-color image. The clinical utility of

‘‘multi-color’’ imaging in AMD remains unclear, but may

be of particular use in aiding visualization of certain forms

of drusen (e.g., reticular pseudodrusen), and for aiding

visualization of geographic atrophy and choroidal disease.

Fundus Angiography

In 1961, Novotny and Alvis reported the first demonstra-

tion of fluorescein angiography (FA). They modified a

standard fundus camera with monochromatic light filters

and then obtained a series a fundus images following

intravenous administration of a fluorescent contrast agent

(sodium fluorescein) [3]. This technique allowed greatly

enhanced visualization of the retinal vasculature as well as

assessment of its structural integrity. SLO systems are also

well suited to angiographic imaging. Planimetric mea-

surements can easily be obtained from FA image sets [21].

Fig. 2 Near-infrared

reflectance image (left) and blue

light fundus autofluorescent

image (right) demonstrating

drusen and geographic atrophy

in a patient with dry age-related

macular degeneration (AMD)
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In patients with AMD, this has proven particularly useful in

clinical trials of new therapeutics, where measurements of

CNV leakage area and lesion size can easily be obtained

[22]. In more recent years, efforts have also been made to

obtain direct measurements of fluorescein leakage. Exam-

ples of this approach include ‘‘topographic angiography’’

(TAG) and the ‘‘retinal leakage analyzer’’ (RLA) [23, 24].

In both cases, a confocal SLO is used to obtain a stack of

32 images at different focal planes between the vitreous

and the choroid. The images are then aligned and fluores-

cence intensity profiles generated.

Indocyanine green (ICG) is a fluorescent dye with peak

excitation and emission spectra in near-infrared wave-

lengths [25]. As long-wavelength monochromatic light has

enhanced depth penetration (see above), ICG angiography

is particularly well suited to visualization of the choroidal

vasculature and of structures otherwise obscured by retinal

hemorrhage. Relative to sodium fluorescein, a greater

percentage of ICG is bound to albumin and other serum

proteins; this characteristic further aids choroidal vascular

mapping (the escape of unbound sodium fluorescein from

the fenestrated capillaries of the choriocapillaris—‘‘cho-

roidal flush’’—quickly obscures the underlying vessels in

conventional angiography). In patients with AMD, ICG

angiography is most commonly used for the detection of

polypoidal choroidal vasculopathy (PCV), but is also use-

ful in identifying retinal angiomatous proliferation (RAP)

and for uncovering CNV in eyes where the lesion is

obscured by a serous pigment epithelial detachment or

substantial amounts of submacular hemorrhage [26].

Fundus Autofluorescence

Following the widespread adoption of FA, it became

apparent that certain areas of the fundus could be seen to

fluoresce even prior to the injection of contrast. This phe-

nomenon, termed ‘‘pseudofluorescence’’, was initially

considered to be an artifact, and ascribed to overlap in the

transmission wavelengths of the monochromatic light fil-

ters that were used [27]. However, it soon became clear

that many parts of the fundus exhibit fluorescent properties

when excited by specific wavelengths of light—so-called

‘‘fundus autofluorescence’’ (FAF) [28••].

Evaluation of FAF phenomena was initially challenging,

due in large part to the low intensity of the autofluorescent

signal, but also due to fluorescence originating from the

crystalline lens [28••]. In the early 1990s, Delori et al. used

a spectrophotometer to measure the excitation and emis-

sion spectra of FAF over small areas of the retina (2�)

[29, 30]. This important work demonstrated that the dom-

inant source of FAF was lipofuscin, a byproduct of pho-

toreceptor outer-segment processing that accumulates in

RPE cells [31]. Subsequent use of SLO technology allowed

FAF imaging over larger retinal areas, with the use of a

confocal aperture greatly reducing autofluorescence ema-

nating from sources anterior to the retina [32]. In current

clinical practice, the SLO device most commonly used for

FAF imaging is the HRA-2, ‘‘Bluepeak’’ autofluorescence

system (Heidelberg Engineering), with an excitation

wavelength of 488 nm [33].

FAF imaging can also be performed using standard fun-

dus cameras. In the absence of confocal optics, however, the

detected fluorescence derives from all tissue levels in the

light beam with fluorescent properties, a source of significant

noise. This shortcoming is particularly evident when blue-

light is used, as the lens contributes significantly to the signal

(especially in older subjects with significant nuclear sclerosis

of the lens). To address this, Spaide developed longer

wavelength filters (excitation: 535–580 nm) for use with a

standard fundus camera (Spaide Autofluorescence Filters,

Topcon) [28•, 34]. The images generated in this manner

differ subtly from those obtained with blue-light. For

example, with blue-light FAF, the fovea appears hypoauto-

fluorescent due to the blocking effect of macular pigment—

with the longer wavelengths used in green-light FAF, this

effect is less pronounced. This finding has been utilized in so-

called ‘‘dual-wavelength’’ autofluorescence, where com-

parison of FAF images at 488 nm and at longer wavelengths

is used to assess macular pigment optical density (MPOD)

[35, 36]. FAF imaging is thus clearly dependent on the

wavelength of light used—for example, when near-infrared

light (787 nm) is used for excitation, melanin replaces lip-

ofuscin as the dominant fluorophore [37]. In recent years,

such ‘‘near-infrared’’ autofluorescence has been used to

investigate patients with inherited retinal degenerations and

toxic retinopathies, although its role in AMD, if any, remains

unclear [38, 39].

In general, blue- and green-light FAF imaging has proven

valuable for assessment of patients with AMD, in particular

those patients with geographic atrophy [34, 40, 41]. In such

patients, areas of atrophy appear hypoautofluorescent due to

the confluent loss of RPE cells (and thus loss of the fluo-

rescent signal generated from their lipofuscin granules). The

boundaries of these atrophic areas are often more clearly

visualized on FAF imaging than on conventional fundus

photography (Fig. 2) [42]. A number of studies have also

suggested that the autofluorescent patterns seen in the areas

surrounding foci of geographic atrophy can be predictive of

the rate of disease progression [40, 43].

Ultrawidefield Imaging

Conventional fundus imaging, whether it be with a fundus

camera or an SLO, typically utilizes a 30� or 35� field of

view. While such an approach allows optimal visualization

of the posterior pole (i.e., the area of the retina
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encompassing the optic disc and macula), much of the

peripheral retina is not captured. Techniques such as seven-

field image acquisition have previously been developed to

address this shortcoming [10]. However, even in optimal

circumstances, this does not allow for complete coverage

of the retina and is often technically challenging. Fundus

contact lens have also been employed to afford wider fields

of view (e.g., the Staurenghi lens), however, the need to

apply the lens directly to the eye is a limiting factor in the

widespread utilization of such approaches [44, 45]. Other

contact widefield imaging devices include RetCam (Clarity

Medical Systems, United States) and Panoret-1000 (Med-

ibell Medical Vision Technologies, Israel) [46].

Significant advances have been made in recent years with

the release non-contact ultrawidefield imaging systems such

as the Optos 200 Tx system (Optos plc., Scotland) [47–49].

This system uses an SLO with two wavelengths of laser light

[green (532 nm) and red (633 nm)] to recreate a composite

color image of the posterior segment. Through the use of a

large ellipsoid mirror, images with a 200� field of view can be

obtained through an undilated pupil. In this manner,

approximately 80 % of the total retinal surface area can be

visualized. By reducing the field of view to 100� (ResMax

mode), a 10–15 % increase in resolution is achieved (but

only covering 25 % of the retinal area—a nonlinear reduc-

tion due to the nature of the image acquisition). A noncontact

widefield (100�) imaging system has also been introduced

recently by Heidelberg Engineering.

As with standard fundus cameras and other SLO sys-

tems, the Optos Ultrawidefield system can be modified to

provide additional information. For example, the use of

filters allows ultrawidefield autofluorescence and angio-

graphic imaging [48, 50]. Ultrawidefield autofluorescence

imaging may be of particular use for detection of degen-

erative changes of the peripheral retina in patients with

AMD [51]. Such an approach may lead to improved phe-

notyping of the condition, a particularly important process

as more is learnt about the disparate nature of the disease

and its underlying genetic risk factors.

Adaptive Optics

The transverse optical resolution of fundus cameras and SLO

devices is limited by the presence of defects, or aberrations,

in the optical system of the eye (i.e., the cornea and lens)

[52••]. Until the early 1990s, there existed no effective way to

compensate for these defects. However, wavefront sensors

originally developed for astronomical purposes have now

been adapted for use in the eye, allowing real-time mea-

surement of ocular aberrations. Once measured, the detected

aberrations can be corrected (i.e., rendered flat) using

deformable mirrors (mirrors with large numbers of small

electronically controlled actuators on their rear surface that

can push and pull the mirror within a range of ±2 lm,

allowing it to adopt any desired configuration). By incor-

porating wavefront sensing and correction into existing

optical imaging platforms—‘‘adaptive optics’’—it is now

possible to acquire images of the retina with cellular-level

resolution, and in a noninvasive fashion.

Adaptive optics has been incorporated into both fundus

cameras and confocal SLO systems [53, 54]. Adaptive optics

‘‘flood-illuminated’’ fundus cameras are now commercially

available and approved for use in clinical settings (e.g., ‘‘rtx1

Adaptive Optics Retinal Camera’’, Imagine Eyes, France).

While these devices offer greatly improved transverse res-

olution, their field of view is still limited (e.g., 4� 9 4�). In

contrast to flood-illuminated adaptive optics fundus cam-

eras, adaptive optics SLOs use the same source of light for

the wavefront sensor as for the retinal illumination—as a

result, the wavefront sensor is able to measure aberrations

from the entire scanned area of the retina. When imaging the

retina, SLO devices provide a transverse resolution of

approximately 15 lm, but are limited to an axial resolution

of approximately 300 lm. With the addition of adaptive

optics correction to an SLO, the transverse resolution may be

increased to less than 3 lm, while the axial resolution may be

improved to 40 lm.

Cone photoreceptors are the dominant feature seen with

both flood-illuminated and SLO devices [52••]. Rods are

smaller and less easily seen; however, recent advances,

including the use of smaller confocal pinholes and

improvements in registration algorithms, now allow clear

images of single rods to be obtained in the living human eye

(as well as aiding visualization of the smallest cones at the

foveal center) [55]. Direct in vivo visualization of single RPE

cells remains challenging. Unlike cone photoreceptors, the

intrinsic contrast of RPE cells is poor. In addition, much of

the light scattered by the RPE is masked by the overlying

photoreceptors, which are also highly scattering. To date,

direct imaging of the RPE has only been possible in human

subjects with retinal disease where absence of cone photo-

receptors has allowed visualization of the underlying RPE

[56]. With its ability to provide direct visualization of indi-

vidual photoreceptors, adaptive optics has already proven

useful in the study of inherited retinal degenerations [57].

With advances in its field of view, and ease of use, it is likely

to prove valuable in future study of geographic atrophy and

drusen progression in patients with AMD.

Tomographic Imaging

Optical Coherence Tomography—Basic Principles

OCT is a cross-sectional (tomographic) ocular imaging

method, analogous to ultrasonography, but which measures

Curr Ophthalmol Rep (2013) 1:1–11 5
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reflected light waves rather than sound waves [58••]. These

measurements are achieved indirectly using low-coherence

tomography, an approach first described by Huang et al.

[59]. In this technique, the combination of light reflected

from a tissue of interest, and light reflected from a refer-

ence path, produces characteristic patterns of light inter-

ference dependent on the mismatch between the reflected

waves. Since the time delay and amplitude of one of the

waves (i.e., the reference path) is known, the time delay

and intensity of light returning from the sample tissue may

then be extracted from the interference pattern. As the

wavelength of light is so much shorter than that of sound,

OCT imaging generates image sets with considerably

superior resolution to those of ultrasonography (e.g., axial

resolutions of 3–8 lm in commercially available systems).

OCT has been widely adopted for the management of

vitreoretinal disorders, and nowhere more so than for the

evaluation of AMD, a change driven in large part by the

need for frequent anti-angiogenic therapy in patients with

neovascular AMD [60••].

Spectral Domain OCT—Raster Scanning

In the original OCT systems, the interference patterns gen-

erated were varied as a function of time using a moving

mirror in the reference pathway; such devices were com-

monly referred to as ‘‘time domain’’ OCT. In more recent

OCT devices, the interference patterns generated are

measured as a function of frequency, using a spectrometer

[58••, 61]. These ‘‘spectral domain’’ OCT devices remove

the need for a moving reference mirror and thus facilitate

greatly enhanced image acquisition speed. For example,

time domain OCT systems (e.g., Stratus OCT, Carl Zeiss

Meditec, Germany) acquire images at 400 A-scans per sec-

ond, while spectral domain OCT systems (e.g., 3D OCT,

Topcon; Cirrus HD-OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec; Spectralis

OCT, Heidelberg Engineering) typically acquire images at

speeds in excess of 20,000 A-scans per second. As a result,

greater sampling of the macula is possible for any given

image set (e.g., 128 line scans in a horizontal raster pattern),

and areas of focal pathology are less likely to be missed. In

patients with neovascular AMD, this feature is of crucial

importance, as small pockets of intra- or subretinal fluid may

be an early sign of disease activity and trigger the need for

retreatment with anti-angiogenic injections [62].

Spectral Domain OCT—OCT Fundus Images

The ability to perform dense raster scanning also allows

spectral domain OCT systems to generate two-dimensional

representations of the scanned macular area—‘‘OCT fundus

images’’ or ‘‘projection images’’ (Fig. 3) [63]. These images

are generated from dense raster scan image sets by summing

the intensity of pixels for each individual A-scan. OCT

fundus images show a direct view of the macula in which the

retinal vascular arcades may be clearly visible and spatially

consistent with the vasculature on color photographic, or

angiographic, images. OCT fundus images are useful in the

clinical setting as they can facilitate registration of any point

on an OCT image with a corresponding point on the retinal

surface, and the acquisition of images at the same location

over time. These images are particularly important in

patients with advanced AMD, as they show an increased total

signal in areas where geographic atrophy is apparent on

clinical examination (due to increased penetration of light

into the choroid where atrophy of the RPE and choriocapil-

laris occurs). Measurements of geographic atrophy taken

from OCT fundus images are highly reproducible and cor-

relate well with those obtained from other modalities such as

fundus photography and autofluorescence [64, 65]. As a

result, OCT is increasingly being advocated as a method for

measuring geographic atrophy progression in patients with

AMD (for example, Cirrus HD-OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec,

now incorporates software that uses this approach for

tracking of geographic atrophy progression).

Spectral Domain OCT—RPE Elevation Mapping

Since its introduction, efforts have been made to obtain

quantitative measurements from OCT images in an auto-

mated fashion, and thus provide objective measures of

Fig. 3 ‘‘OCT fundus image’’ superimposed on color fundus photog-

raphy of a right eye. These images are generated from dense raster

scan image sets by summing the intensity of pixels for each individual

A-scan and allow visualization of the retinal vasculature which is

spatially consistent with that seen on color photography

6 Curr Ophthalmol Rep (2013) 1:1–11
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disease progression and/or response to therapy [66]. Until

recently, such efforts have focused on determination of ret-

inal thickness via automated delineation (segmentation) of

the inner and outer retinal boundaries. Using this approach, it

is possible to measure retinal thickness at multiple locations

and to construct retinal thickness maps corresponding to the

Early Treatment of Diabetic Retinopathy Study (ETDRS)

subfields [67]. In recent years, these segmentation results

have also been used to perform more detailed analyses in

patients with AMD. In particular, segmentation of the RPE

can be used to derive information about its topography

(Fig. 4) i.e., generate RPE elevation maps—quantitative

difference maps between the segmented RPE and an inter-

polated RPE floor [68]. These RPE elevation maps can thus

be used to provide information regarding number, area, and

volume of drusen in patients with dry AMD, as well as

quantification of pigment epithelium detachment (PED) in

patients with neovascular AMD and other disorders [69].

Such software is now a standard feature of many commer-

cially available OCT systems (e.g., ‘‘Drusen Analysis’’, 3D

OCT 2000, Topcon; ‘‘RPE Elevation Analysis’’, Cirrus HD-

OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec) (Fig. 5). Efforts are currently

underway to perform automated characterization of PEDs

(fibrovascular versus drusenoid versus serous) in patients

with AMD, through the use of OCT [70].

Spectral Domain OCT—Choroidal Scanning Protocols

With spectral domain OCT systems, visualization of the

choroid is now possible using specialized scanning proto-

cols—so-called ‘‘enhanced depth imaging’’ (EDI) OCT [71].

In this approach, the rapid image acquisition speed of spec-

tral domain OCT, in combination with real-time eye-

tracking, is used to facilitate multiple B-scan averaging, i.e.,

each OCT B-scan in any given image set is constructed from

the average of many individual B-scans acquired in an

identical location. By further adjusting the point of maxi-

mum imaging sensitivity, high quality images of the choroid

can be readily obtained (Fig. 6). EDI-OCT is most closely

associated with the Spectralis system, however, choroidal

visualization is also possible with other devices using alter-

nate methods (e.g., ‘‘selective pixel profiling’’, Cirrus HD-

OCT, Carl Zeiss Meditec) [72]. Evaluation of the choroid in

this manner may be of particular interest in the elderly

populations at risk of AMD, with the phenotype of ‘‘age-

related choroidal atrophy’’ recently described [73, 74].

Swept Source/Long Wavelength OCT

As described above, spectral domain OCT devices analyze

interference patterns as a function of frequency through the

use of a spectrometer (light waves entering the spectrom-

eter are first dispersed using a diffraction grating and then

analyzed using a charge-coupled device (CCD) camera)

[58••]. An alternative approach to the assessment of inter-

ference patterns in this way is through the use of a fre-

quency-swept (‘‘tunable’’) laser light source—so-called

‘‘swept source’’ OCT [75]. The next generation of com-

mercial OCT systems is likely to employ such technolo-

gies, with early examples including the DRI OCT-1,

Topcon, for retinal imaging and the CASIA, OCT SS-1000,

Tomey, for anterior segment imaging. Swept source OCT

offers the potential for further increases in image acquisi-

tion speed (100,000 A-scans per second for DRI OCT-1,

but much higher for research prototype devices). These

increases may facilitate scanning of larger areas (e.g.,

Fig. 4 Optical coherence

tomography (OCT) B-scan (3D

OCT-2000, Topcon, Japan)

obtained from a patient with

large numbers of drusen.

Automated segmentation of the

retinal pigment epithelium

(RPE) facilitates quantitative

analyses of drusen and pigment

epithelium detachment (PED)
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12 9 8 mm for DRI-OCT, Topcon, versus 6 9 6 mm for

3D OCT, Topcon), and even three-dimensional recon-

struction of the entire posterior pole [76, 77].

Swept-source OCT systems are also well suited to the

incorporation of ‘‘long-wavelength’’ OCT light sources [78].

To date, commercial OCT instruments have tended to use light

sources in the range of 800–900 nm. Although imaging with

these light sources provides excellent visualization of the

retinal architecture, details of sub-RPE structures and abnor-

malities are often limited. Acquisition of OCT images with

longer wavelength light, in the 1,000 nm range, increases light

penetration for visualization of deeper structures. In patients

with AMD, long-wavelength OCT may be of particular use for

improved visualization of CNV lesions, including detailed

characterization of fibrovascular and/or serous PED. Use of

long-wavelength OCT for sub-RPE visualization may also aid

phenotyping of drusen and choroidal morphologic distur-

bances in patients with dry AMD.

Conclusions and Future Directions

With rapid advances in both diagnosis and treatment, it is an

exciting time for those involved in the care of patients with

AMD. Advances in anti-angiogenic therapies for neovas-

cular AMD have been accompanied by rapid evolution of

OCT imaging. In the near future, this progress is likely to

continue, with use of OCT for noninvasive mapping of the

retinal and choroidal vasculature (‘‘phase contrast’’ OCT or

‘‘optical coherence angiography’’) and for quantification of

retinal and choroidal blood flow (‘‘Doppler OCT’’) [79, 80].

Developments in non-neovascular AMD are similarly

occurring in tandem with imaging advances. While no

definitive treatment yet exists for patients with geographic

atrophy, many promising pharmacotherapies are currently in

early phase clinical trials [81]. The success of any such

approaches is likely to require continued improvement in our

imaging capabilities, particularly in the area of adaptive

optics, to allow for robust cellular-level assessments, but also

with regard to better integration of structural and psycho-

physical parameters. Although many technical hurdles

remain, it is likely that advances in AMD imaging will

continue at an exponential rate in the coming years.
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